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Abstract
The plasma wave acceleration of electron in the bubble regime is investigated in a
new configuration containing a planar wiggler. The space-charge field of the lasercreated ion channel can focuse and stabilize the electron trajectory to guide it toward the
acceleration region. The high-gradient plasma wave field can resonantly accelerate the
trapped electron to higher energies in the presence of a planar wiggler compensating the
electron dephasing. The results show that in the lower plasma wave amplitudes the
planar wiggler plays a more significant role on the electron energy enhancement. The
increment of the electron energy in this configuration is validated using a threedimension single-particle code. The energy gain of electron dependency on the planar
wiggler, ion channel field, plasma wave angle and amplitude as well as the initial
energy of electron has been investigated. The results of paper will be of importance in
the optimization of electron energy and improving the quality of the accelerated
electrons in the plasma wakefield accelerators.
Keywords: Plasma wave; Planar wiggler; Bubble regime; Energy gain.
energy levels. The electron acceleration by plasma wave
in the bubble regime [1-3], where the axial ﬁeld in the
moving bubble is due to the excited plasma wave and
the radial ﬁeld is basically due to the ion space-charge,
is one of the most interesting areas of research in the
recent years. In LWFA, a high-intensity laser can drive
a large-amplitude plasma wave (wakefield) due to the
ponderomotive force. If a 2 << 1 , where a is the

Introduction
The high-amplitude plasma wakefields are known as
the new potential sources for the accelerating the
charged particles. There are two main schemes for the
acceleration of particles by plasma wakefield: particle
beam-driven wakefield acceleration (PWFA) and laserdriven wakefield acceleration (LWFA). In PWFA, the
plasma wave is driven by the high energetic bunchs of
particles, while, in LWFA, the driver is an intense laser
pulse. The generated plasma wave can trap the
electrons, either from the background of plasma or
injected from the outside, and accelerates them to high
*

normalized amplitude of the laser and has relation with
a2
the intensity by I = 1.37 2 × 1018 W / cm 2 μ m 2 , the
λL
excited wakefield is weakly driven, and it is treated as
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addition, in 2016, Gupta et al. [22] proposed a model
based on the electron acceleration by the plasma wave
in an azimuthally magnetized ion channel that illustrates
that the energy gain of electron increases in the
magnetized ion channel. In 2017, Kaur and Gupta [23]
studied the enhancement of the acceleration of electron
using a laser pulse with the radial polarization in
presence of an ion channel. Yadave et al. [24] also
studied the increment of the electron acceleration by the
plasma wave in the presence of an imposed magnetic
field in absence of the ion channel field. Furthermore, in
2018, Kargarian et al. [25] studied the laser-driven
wakefield acceleration in an ion channel created in the
hydrogen pair-ion plasma using PIC simulation.
In this paper, we investigate the relativistic electron
energy enhancement by a high-gradient plasma
wakefield in the bubble regime in the precence of a
planar wiggler. The radial force of the ion channel
confines the electrons and injects them towards the
acceleration region for gaining more energy. In the
presence of a planar wiggler the large-amplitude plasma
wave can resonantly accelerate the electrons to the highenergy levels. The planar wiggler magnetic field also
causes the electron to sustain in the resonance
conditions for more time resulting in increasing the
interaction time with the plasma wave. In other words, it
reduces the electron dephasing which limits the energy
gain of the electron. It is demonstrated that, in the
presence of the wiggler, to transfer the more energy to
the electrons, the resonance condition can be written by

the small perturbation of plasma with a quiescent
background, known as linear regime. In the linear
regime, the electron density in the generated wakefield
is just weakly perturbed and it may be written as

ne = n 0 + δ n , where δ n << n0 [4-5]. However, this
cannot be more true when a 2 ≥ 1 . In fact, if a 2 ≥ 1 , the
transverse component of the ponderomotive force is
extremely strong that drastically acts as a snowplow for
sweeping the electron density, and creates an ion cavity
named ion channel [6-7]. This regime has been known
as the bubble (or blow-out) regime [8]. In this regime,
the plasma wakefield can accelerate the electrons to
high-level energies [9] while the created ion channel
acts as an alternative guiding and focusing device which
confines the electrons and can significantly influence on
the dynamics of the electrons and causes the electrons to
be further accelerated by the plasma wave [10-11].
In the few past decades, the electron acceleration
mechanism by plasma wave has been investigated both
theoretically and experimentally.The scheme in which
the ponderomotive force of the laser field excites a
plasma wave propagating with the velocity close to the
light speed was proposed by Tajima and Dawson [12] in
1979 for the first time. In 1994, Everett et al. [13]
observed the electron energy enhancement by the
plasma wave derived using two laser beams beated in a
hydrogen plasma. In 1999, the Multi-MeV electrons in
plasma using a femtosecond laser pulse were
experimentally observed and verified by threedimension PIC simulation method [14]. In 2002, Shvets
et al. [15] studied the plasma wave excitation using
counter-propagating beams. Moreover, in 2003, Singh
and Gupta [16] proposed a model based on the wakefield electron acceleration in the presence of an
azimuthally magnetic field illustrating the electron
energy increment. Also, the acceleration of electrons by
a laser pulse in presence of a magnetic wiggler in
vacuum and plasma was investigated by Singh and
Tripathi [17] in 2004. In 2006, Faure et al. [18]
investigated the acceleration of the injected electrons in
plasma wave excited by the colliding laser pulses. Also,
in 2009, Leemans et al. [19] experimentally observed
the high-quality electron bunches in the presence of an
ion channel. The more completed investigation on the
laser-created ion channel was done by Arefiev et al. [20]
in 2014. They indicated that the radial component of
the ponderomotive force of laser expels the plasma
electrons from the axial region resulting in creation an
alternative guiding and focusing device to confine the
electrons. In 2015, it was shown by Mehdian et al. [21]
that the energy gain of electron in an ion channel
increases by applying an oblique magnetic field. In

λL ≈ (1 + βω2 )λω / 2γ 2 , where λL is wavelength of the

laser , λω is wavelength of the wiggler, β ω is
amplitude of the wiggler, and γ is the Lorentz factor
[26]. In this configuration, it is necessary the
optimization of the planar wiggler amplitude for
attaining an appropriate energy gain of electron because
the detour of the resonance condition restricts the
energy gain of the electron. We emphasize that the
electron acceleration by the plasma wave can replace
the mechanisms of the electron acceleration by laser
pulse to overcome the crucial limitations related to the
lasers such as laser diffraction and particle dephasing.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the
electron dynamics using three-dimension Lorentz
equations is analytically investigated. A threedimension single-particle simulation code containing
the Ronge-Kutta numerical algorithm is used to validate
our theoretical model. In section 3, the effects of the
various parameters such as wiggler magnetic field
amplitude, plasma wave’s amplitude and phase, the ion
channel field, and the initial electron energy on the
acceleration of relativistic electron has been
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investigated. Finally, the summary and conclusion is
given in section 4.

dp
V×B
= −e(E + Ec ) +
dt
c

−e
dγ
=
(E + Ec ).V
dt m0 c 2

The Relativistic Analysis
Here, we investigate the acceleration of the
relativistic electron affected by the plasma wave in a
laser-created ion channel in the presence of a planar
wiggler. In our configuration, the approach in which the
plasma wave is excited and accelerates the electron is
LWFA. In this approach, by passing a short-pulse highpower laser (with amplitude a ≥ 1 ) in a plasma, the
laser axial ponderomotive force can bunch the electrons
and generate a plasma wavkfield behind the laser pulse.
Furthermore, in this mechanism, an ion channel can be
created by pushing the electrons in radial direction via
the action of the radial component of the
ponderomotive force of the high-intensity laser (bubble
regime) [27].
We consider a laser-created ion channel with a radial
field affecting the dynamics of the electron, hence, the
electrostatic force generated by the performed ion
channel can be written as [28]
Ec = ∇ϕ = ∇[ϕ0 (1 − r 2 ) r02 )] = −2ϕ0

r 
r
r02

P = γmv

and
is

the

with
electron

momentum. Substituting the electric field of the plasma
wave, ion channel field, and the wiggler field from
equations (1) - (3) in equations of momentum and
energy and writing them in three components, we have
dp x
2eϕ0 x (6)
2x
= −eAp
exp( − x 2 / rp 2 )sin(ω t − kz + θ 0 ) −
2
dt
krp
r0 2

dp y
dt

=−

eVz β p
c

sin(2π z / λ p ) −

2eϕ0 y

(7)

r0 2

eV y β p
dp z
= − eA p exp( − x 2 / rp 2 ) cos(ω t − kz + θ 0 ) +
sin(2π z / λ p )
dt
c

(1)

(8)

eAp 2 xv x
dγ
(
exp( − x 2 / rp 2 ) sin(ω t − kz + θ 0 )
=−
dt
m0 c 2 krp 2

(9).

+ v z exp( − x 2 / rp 2 ) cos(ω t − kz + θ 0 ))
−eϕ 0

(2)

Ap is the plasma wave amplitude, r p is the

2 xv x
2

m0 c r0

2

− eϕ 0

2 yv y
m0 c 2 r0 2

We normalize these equations using the
dimensionless physical quantities as follows:
a p → eAp / m0ωc , ϕ 0 → e ϕ 0 / m 0c 2 , p' → p / mc ,

wakefield radius and θ 0 is the initial wave phase. The
acceleration of the electrons in this ion channel is
investigated in presence of a planar wiggler as


Β p = β p sin(k p z )x

(5)

γ = 1+ (( px2 + p y2 + pz2 ) / m 2c 2 )

r0 is the channel radius. The generated plasma wave

where

Β = Βp

where

where ϕ 0 is the ion channel potential amplitude and
could have a nonlinear profile as [22-23, 29],
2x
ˆ p
E = xA
exp( − x 2 rp 2 )sin(ω t − kz + θ 0 )
krp 2

+ zA p exp( − x 2 rp 2 ) cos(ω t − kz + θ 0 )

(4)

k' → kc / ω ,

z ' → kz ,

x' → kx ,

r2 2 → k 2 r p 2 ,

r12 → k 2 r0 2 , t ' → ω t , Ω p → e β p / m0ω , κ p → k p / k .

(3)

where β p is the planer wiggler amplitude and k p is

Thus, the equations (7)–(9) can be written as follows

the wavenumber of the planar wiggler. The value of the
parameter, k p , has been optimized by the resonance
condition which indicates a unique relation between the
wavelength of the wiggler, the amplitude of the wiggler,
the wavelength of laser, and the energy gain of the
electron. Therefore, the energy gain of the electron is
intensively limited due to the detour of the the
resonance condition.
In this configuration, the governing equations for
electron momentum and energy are given by
279

dp x'
ϕ x'
2x '
= −a p
exp( − x '2 / r2 2 ) sin(t '− z '+ θ 0 ) − 2 k ' 02 (10)
dt '
kr2 2
r1

dp 'y
dt '

= −2 k '

ϕ0 y ' ep ' z Ωp
−
sin(κ p z ' )
γ
r12

ep ' y Ω p
dp z'
= − a p exp( − x '2 / r2 2 ) cos(t '− z '+ θ 0 ) +
sin(κ p z ' )
γ
dt '

(11)

(12)
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−a p 2 x '
dγ
exp( − x '2 / r2 2 ) cos(t '− z '+ θ0 )
= p 'z
γ kkr2 2
dt '
− p 'x

ap

γ

2

2

exp( − x ' / r2 ) sin(t '− z '+ θ 0 ) − p ' y

exp( − x '2 / r2 2 ) ssin(t '− z '+ θ 0 ) − k '

2ϕ 0 p ' x x '

γ r12

t first step, we investigaate the role off
Vz 0 = 0.7 . At the
thee ion channel as a substanntial factor on
n the electronn
dyn
namics in thiss configuratioon. The radiall electric fieldd
of ion channel can
c consideraably affect thee accelerationn
of the electronss. To investiggate the effecct of the ionn
chaannel field, the electron eneergy γ with distance z hass
dep
picted in Figu
ure 1 for diffferent normaliized potentiall
am
mplitudes of the
t ion channnel. Other paarameters aree
a p = 0.5 , θ0 = 0 , and Ωp = 0 . As illusttrated in thiss

(113).

ap

γ
−k'
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2ϕ 0 p ' y y '

γ r12

These norrmalized equaations are cou
upled differenntial
equations thhat can desscribe the dynamics
d
off a
relativistic ellectron in an ion channel. We numericaally
solve the equuations (10)–((13) using a relativistic
r
thrreedimension ssingle-particlee code contaiining the forrthorder Runge--Kutta schemee [16-17, 22-2
23, 28].

fig
gure, the enerrgy gain of the electron increases byy
inccrement of thee ion channel field. As clearly seen, thee
eneergy gain of electron in caase of ϕ0 = 0.6
0 is clearlyy
mo
ore than two times than thee value obtaineed in the casee
of ϕ0 = 0.4 . Th
he space-chargge field of thee channel cann

Results And
A Discusssion

con
ncentrate and
d stabilize thhe electron motion
m
in thee
accceleration zo
one. A com
mbined influeence of thee
transverse ion ch
hannel field aand the longitu
udinal plasmaa
waave electric fieeld provides tthe optimum conditions
c
forr
thee electron enerrgy enhancem
ment. One may
y note that thee
furrther increasin
ng of the ion cchannel field can
c reduce thee
eneergy gain off electron duue to the restoring forcee
corrresponding to
o the large ionn channel field
ds.
The electron
n with adequuate initial kiinetic energyy
mo
oving in the io
on channel maay be acceleraated to higherr
eneergies. Thus, here, we innvestigate thee role of thee
initial kinetic en
nergy of the eelectron on the energy gainn
of electron durring the acceelerating proccess. For thiss
purrpose, the energy gain of electron γ with thee

A numerrical model of the relaativistic electtron
acceleration bby plasma waakefield in thee presence of the
radial field oof the ion chaannel and a planar
p
wiggleer is
presented. In this coonfiguration, increasing or
decreasing oof the energyy gain of electron, duringg its
motion in thhe ion channell, by changing the parameeters
of the plasm
ma wave, the ion channel, and the wigggler
clearly show
ws when thhe electron moves in the
acceleration and focusing phase of the plasma wavee or
when it is inn the decelerattion and defoccusing regionn [8,
30-31]. For calculations, the initial conditions in our
configurationn are considreed as k = 1.011 , r1 = 4 , r2 = 2 ,
X 0 = 0.5 , Y0 = 0.0 , Z 0 = 0.0 , Vx 0 = 0.3 , Vy 0 = 00.1 ,

Figure 1. Ennergy gain of the
t electron ( γ ) versus the noormalized longitudinal distancce (z) for differ
erent ion chann
nel normalized
potential ampplitudes ϕ0 = 0
0.4, 0.5, 0.6 , a p = 5 , θ0 = 0 , and Ωp = 0 .
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distance z ffor different initial kinetic energy ( γ 0 ) has

n significantlyy
eneergy of the electron, the sscattering can
red
duce and co
onsequently tthe electron can remainn
con
nfined in the channel
c
for loonger longitud
dinal distancess
ressulting in more energy gainn.
In the plassma wake-fieeld electron accelerationn
sch
heme, the plassma wakefieldd is one of the main sourcess
forr the enhancem
ment of the ennergy gain off the electron..
Th
hus, the wakeffield phase and
nd amplitude are
a the criticall
parrameters in this scenario. Here, we in
nvestigate thee
efffects of these parameters onn the energy gain.
g
Figure 3
sho
ows the variattion of the eleectron energy
y γ versus thee

illustrated inn Figure 2. As
A indicated in
n this figure, the
electron withh high initial energy can gain
g
more eneergy
as compared to the electroon with low in
nitial energy. For
instance, by increasing the
t initial eneergy of electtron
from γ0 =1.5
56 to γ0 =1.993 the energyy gain of electtron
enhances froom γ = 78 to γ =180 . This is because the
electron withh high initial energy can interact with the
plasma wavve for longerr times becaause of the lless
scattering. In other words, by increasing the iniitial

Figure 2. Ennergy gain of the
t electron ( γ ) versus the noormalized longiitudinal distancce (z) for differrent initial kineetic energy of
electron γ 0 = 1.31, 1.56, 1.993 . Other param
meters are as inn Figure 1.

Figure 3. E
Energy gain of the electron ( γ ) versus the nnormalized lon
ngitudinal distaance (z) for diffferent plasma wave phases
θ 0 = 0, π / 44, π / 2 .
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normalized longitudinal ddistance z for different plassma
wave phasess θ 0 = 0 , π / 4 , π / 2 . Thee electron attaains
energy wheen it is traapped in thee focusing and
accelerating phase of the plasma wave.. By deviationn of
the plasma wave phase the electron
n goes into the
defocusing aand deceleratinng phase and therefore it looses
the energy. T
This figure illustrates that the electron can
gain higher energy from the plasma wave
w
for smaaller
phases. Becaause, in smalleer initial phases the electronn is

J. Sci. I. R. Iran
n

in the plasma wave
w
acceleratting phase an
nd therefore itt
can
n gain more energy
e
from thhe wave. As shown in thiss
fig
gure, the energ
gy gain of ellectron in casse of θ 0 = 0
hass increased more
m
than twoo times as com
mpared to thee
casse of θ 0 = π / 2 . The variation of the electronn

γ with the
t normalizeed distance
ap for θ 0
plaasma wave amplitudes
a
eneergy

z for differentt
= 0

has beenn

ind
dicated in Figu
ure 4. As cleaarly seen in th
his figure, thee

Figure 4. Energy gain of thhe electron ( γ ) versus the noormalized longiitudinal distancce (z) for differrent plasma waave amplitudes
a p = 0 .4, 0 .5, 0.6 .

Figure 5. Eneergy gain of thhe electron ( γ ) versus the norrmalized longittudinal distancee (z) for differeent amplitudes of the wiggler
Ωp = 0, 0.1, 0.33 .
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mplitude Ωp = 0.1 and also it increases to
o γ = 251 forr
am

energy gain significantlyy increases by
y increasing the
plasma wavee amplitude. Because,
B
the electron
e
whichh is
trapped in a high-am
mplitude plassma wave can
experience a powerfuul longitudin
nal force and
consequentlyy accelerates to
t higher eneergies becausee of
the dominannt ponderomottive influencees. As this figgure
shows the ennergy gain off the electron
n increases abbout
35% by increasing the plasma
p
wave amplitude frrom
ap = 0.5 to ap = 0.7 .

nces 45% andd
Ωp = 0.3 . In casse of Ωp = 0.11 energy enhan
in case of Ωp = 0.3 energy ggain is more th
han two timess
thaan one attaineed in the abseence of the pllanar wiggler..
Th
his is because in the presencce of the planaar wiggler thee
eleectron can rem
main in the acccelerating ph
hase for moree
tim
me. In fact, thee wiggler focuuses the electrron motion too
maaintain it in th
he acceleratinng region and
d so can gainn
mo
ore energy du
uring the intteraction with
h the plasmaa
waakefield. Morreover, in thee presence of
o the planarr
wig
ggler the elecctron longituddinal momenttum increasess
duee to the force component ap
appeared in the propagationn
dirrection of thee plasma waave which caan resonantlyy
acccelerate the electron.
e
How
wever, one may expect byy
inccreasing the amplitude off the planar wiggler thee
eneergy gain of electron
e
start tto to be reduced because off
thee resonance mismatch.
m
Too investigate this scenario,,
thee maximum off the energy ggain of electro
on γ max as a

It is demoonstrated thatt a planar wig
ggler can plaay a
crucial role iin the electron energy enh
hancement duee to
the reduction of the eleectron dephassing which iis a
limiting facttor in the scheme of th
he plasma w
wave
electron accceleration. Mooreover, the results illustrrate
that the plaanar wiggler can considerably affect the
energy gain oof electron in low amplitud
des of the plassma
wave. We hhave plotted thhe energy gain γ versus the
normalized longitudinal distance z in Figure 5 for
different ampplitudes of thee wiggler, Ωp = 0, 0.1, 0.3 , and
for the plassma wave with
w
amplitudee

fun
nction of thee planar wigggler amplitu
ude has beenn
dep
picted in Figure 6. As inndicated in th
his figure, byy
inccreasing the amplitude off the planar wiggler, thee
maaximum enerrgy gain inccreases with the wigglerr
am
mplitude and after
a
reachingg a peak energ
gy it starts too
red
duce. Figure 6 shows thaat the energy
y gain of thee
eleectron grows with
w the planaar wiggler untiil an optimum
m
vallue of the maagnetic field sstrength and beyond
b
it thee
eneergy gain off electron is reduced beccause of thee
ressonance mism
match. In otheer words, thee wiggler cann
maaximize the energy gain of the electron in thee
acccelerating regiion at a speciffic amplitude.

ap = 0.4 and

phase θ = 0 . Other param
meters are as in Figure 1. As
clearly seenn in this figure, the planar wigggler
significantly affects the ennergy gain of the electron. T
The
wiggler causses the electroon to remain in the resonaance
condition forr more time reesulting in thee interaction ti
time
enhancementt. The figure shows that by
b increasing the
amplitude off the planar wiggler
w
the γ increases. IIt is
observed thaat the energy gain
g of electro
on increases frrom
by
im
mposing
a
pla
nar wiggler w
with
to
γ = 108
γ = 156

Figure 6. T
The maximum of energy gain of electron ( γ m
max ) versus the planar wiggler amplitude ( Ωp ) for a p = 0.4 and θ = 0 .
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Conclusion
In summary, we studied the electron acceleration by
a high-amplitude plasma wave in bubble regime with a
new configuration containing a planar wiggler. The
effects of ion channel space-charge field, the plasma
wave, the planar wiggler and the electron initial kinetic
energy on electron energy enhancement is numerically
investigated using a three-dimension simulation code.
The radial field of the ion channel significantly affects
the energy gain of electron. In presence of the ion
channel, the energy gain of electron is improved
because the space-charge field stabilizes and
concentrates the electron motion and causes the electron
to maintain in the accelerating region. A combined
influence of the ion channel electric field and the
plasma wave field provides the electron energy
enhancement. In this configuration, the can gain energy
while confined in the the plasma wave accelerating
phase. The results show that the energy gain of the
electron increases for the smaller plasma wave initial
phases. Furthermore, the energy gain of the electron
increases by increasing the plasma wave amplitude
because of the scattering reduction and also the
electrons trapped in the high-amplitude plasma wave
can experience a more strong longitudinal force. It is
demonstrated that the electrons are more accelerated by
the additional resonance which is provided by a planar
wiggler that decreases the electron dephasing. In the
presence of the wiggler the electron longitudinal
momentum increases due to the force component
appeared in the propagation direction of the plasma
wave which can resonantly accelerate the electrons. As
results show the planar wiggler have a significant role
on the regime of the electron acceleration by lowamplitude plasma waves. However, there is an optimum
strength of the planar wiggler for attaining the
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